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practico ultra low 9.5|80

For a deep and safe sleep: 
Our lowest bed with the highest comfort

The superlative in the segment of ultra low beds: 
The practico ultra low 9.5|80 allows a floor-level,
fear-free lying, and protects restless sleepers from 
fall-related injuries without any measures invol ving 
deprivation of liberty or fixation. 
It can be lowered to such a degree that in the event 
of a fall, the resident simply slides out of bed safely. 
This means that the time-consuming laying-up of 
roll-off mats can be avoided, which could otherwise 
also restrict the self-determined mobility. 

Due to the barrier-free low position, it is also possi-
ble for many people with limited mobility to return 
to bed independently “on all fours”.
Thanks to the maximum adjustable height of 80 cm, 
the care staff can also enjoy more comfortable work-
ing conditions. Another advantage of the practico 
ultra low 9.5|80 are the special lifting columns on 
the head and foot part. This means that our lowest 
bed can be completely accessed underneath and is 
easy to clean.

“The possible contact with the floor“  
facilitates the lying without fear.
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Igor (28), Hamburg

“In this 
bed, fearful 

or residents at risk 
of falling, simply 
feel ‘safe’”.
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More information: 

www.bock.net/x67u-en

Dimensions

Outer dimensions   102 x 240 cm

Lying surface   90 x 200 cm

Bed extension up to   220 cm

Height adjustment   9.5 - 80 cm

Lifter clearance   > 15 cm

Weights

Bed weight approx.   165 kg

Safe working load  220 kg

Max. person weight  185 kg

Side rails

Material: Wood

Version  continuous 
 long divided 
 head-section

Height*: 
– With wooden slats 
– With ripolux® neo

  
 39.5 cm 
 35 cm

Further equipment features

End panels  31, 32

Motor 
Splash-proof according to IPX4, high-quality spiral 
cable with strain relief and kink protection, *SMPS plug 
transformer with extra-low safety voltage offering 
safety from the socket

*Starting July 2019

*Distance between upper edge of lying surface and upper 
edge of the raised side rail

Hand control

5-stop function

Mattress compensation with an 
optional aluminium strip prevents the 
mattress from slipping through

Great stability at any height 
thanks to the lifting column

Mobilisation through end 
panel 31 with handrail

Aluminium side panel with 
integrated, tool-free bed 
extension

Individually brakeable double castors 
with integrated wall protection system

Electrically controlled lifting 
columns for height adjustment

ripolux® neo lying surface (optional)

4-section lying surface

Continuous side rails

80 cm: Maximum height/
working height

27.5 cm: Safety stop

37.5 cm:  
Entry/exit position

9.5 cm: Near floor position

15.5 cm: Safety stop
for divided side rails
(Accessories)

Low bed with a particularly close to the  
floor sleeping position: comfortable, self- 
determined and safe

Reliable fall prophylaxis

Gliding instead of falling: Safety without 
fixation even for restless sleepers

Enormous height adjustment from 9.5 - 80 cm

Special resident and care comfort 
through – leg down position

Integrated, tool-free bed extension 
to 210 cm and 220 cm

Standard underbed light for more safety  
at night

Mobilisation through end 
panel 31 with handrail

Product specifications, end panels and 
accessories can be found from page 56 onwards

Suitable for TEXIBLE Wisbi® Page 42
The product advantages of practico ultra low 9.5|80:

9.5|80
practico ultra low


